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Slovenian Music: the Power of Art and Force of the
Authorities
Since ancient times, the area we know today as Slovenia has been influenced
by the diverse political, economic and cultural impulses that ran from north
to south and from west to east. The bustle of activity along these trade
routes brought novelties which refined and defined various spheres of ev-
eryday life. It was no coincidence, therefore, that music culture as well pul-
sated in various forms – it was unique, yet also tightly bound to other cul-
tures. Throughout history, it was the neighbouring cultural environments
that enjoyed the most intense interdependence with the Slovenian lands;
the countries within the Austrian Empire and later the Austro-Hungarian
Empire were most closely tied. However, the historical facts also bear wit-
ness to interactions with other areas, especially with present-day Italy and
Germany. Slovenian lands were subject to the rule of the Austrian Empire
for no less than six hundred years and their geographical position placed
them on the margins of development; nevertheless, they became renowned
for a number of original achievements in all forms of art, as well as for their
achievements in musical culture. Such interdependencies continued in the
interwar period and after World War II, when Slovenia became a part of
Yugoslavia. The present article discusses the development of Slovenian mu-
sic in the period from the Spring of Nations to the end of the 19th century.
In this period, Slovenian music was heavily influenced by socio-political
circumstances, in particular the process of national independence, during
which music was utilized to express national culture. The question there-
fore arises, whether the music of this period, in its basic aims, was merely
an instrument of propaganda for the development of Slovenian sovereignty,
solely intended for the accentuation of national and patriotic emotions. An-
other question is whether the music of that period also fully developed its
artistic potential. The present article also discusses the extent and inten-
sity of the interdependence between Slovenian and German cultures; the
latter was, above all, owing to the political power of the Austrian Empire,
dominant and influential in Slovenian territory for many centuries.1
1The authors acknowledge the financial support from the state budget by the Slovenian
Research Agency (project No. P6-0376).
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Slovenians began their struggle for cultural and political independence
after the revolutionary wave in 1848, but they still had far to go until they
reached complete independence in 1991 with the establishment of the Re-
public of Slovenia. As in other areas of culture, the history of Slovenian
music was closely related to the respective socio-political movements that
often dictated the developmental guidelines governing the arts. However,
the second half of the 19th century was a turning point in Slovenian mu-
sic culture; this was a period marked by high levels of tension between
Slovenian and German inhabitants and the authorities. More importantly,
this was the period in which Slovenians laid the foundations for national
autonomy. During the process of shaping their national identity, the Slove-
nian deputies in the national assembly in Vienna were forced to confront
a host of problems to which they responded with petitions for equality for
all the nations in the monarchy. The petitions aroused the antagonism
of the ruling German majority, who accused the Slovenians of separatism,
betrayal, pan-Slavism, and even of secessionist tendencies with the aim
of establishing some sort of South Slavic kingdom. By the end of the cen-
tury, these disputes had escalated, reaching a climax with the all-Slovenian
mass demonstrations at the beginning of the 20th century, even though the
majority of the political and general public were still favourably disposed
towards the emperor and monarchy because of their fear of growing Ger-
man and Italian appetites. Moreover, the voices of the radically oriented
liberal circles and their anti-Austrian proclamations grew even louder, as
did the voices of the enthusiastic proponents of an independent Slavic state.
Members of these groups did not receive explicit support from the Slove-
nian public and politicians, as most of the general public was unaware of
the broader political circumstances and uninformed about the particular
concerns of Balkan nations or their political issues and demands. The be-
ginning of World War I was marked by the Austrian imperial authorities’
reprisals against pro-Yugoslav adherents, which took the form of suppress-
ing the publication of newspapers and prohibiting the societies that were
crucial for the development of Slovenian culture. Some individuals were
even arrested or interned and some intellectuals decided to seek refuge from
terror in Vienna and elsewhere. The political crisis also brought about the
formation of new Slovenian political parties; the most important among
them were the liberal and Catholic party. The death of Franz Joseph I
(1916) transformed the internal political situation, resulting in the reinte-
gration of Slovenian members of parliament and the resuscitation of ideas
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about a Slavic union. The announcement of the new state formation was
confirmed by the so-called May Declaration (1917), which demanded the
union of Slovenians, Croats and Serbs within the Austrian monarchy. How-
ever, the Slovenians soon realized that this would never be realized, lead-
ing to mass demonstrations and demands for secession from the monarchy.
This time Slovenian politicians had unified their demands and before the
fall of the Empire in October 1918, they founded the National Council
with their Croat and Serb counterparts which would serve as a basis for
the establishment of the new state.2
The revolutionary year of 1848, when demonstrators in the Austrian
monarchy demanded a constitution, parliament, freedom of the press,
speech and assembly, reform of the judiciary, and the foundation of a na-
tional guard, also ushered in a new era in the history of the Slovenian
nation. The parliamentary monarchy was supposed to introduce a new
state regulation allowing Slovenians to use their mother tongue in the ar-
eas of administration, education and culture. The only Slovenian newspa-
per at the time, Kmetijske in rokodelske novice [Farmers’ and Craftsmen’s
News] and its editor dr. Janez Bleiweis, a politically engaged intellectual,
helped to further the development of standard Slovenian and the concepts
of Slovenians and Slovenia finally began to achieve prominence. One of the
most distinguished pioneers in striving for all-Slovenian cultural and polit-
ical development was the bishop Anton Martin Slomšek (1800–1862), who
founded a Slovenian choir as early as 1821. He wrote patriotic songs for the
choir with eloquent titles such as Slovenstvo, Slovenski raj [Slovenianness,
Slovenian paradise].3 In accordance with these socio-political changes, the
patriots among Slovenian intellectuals strove publicly to be involved in the
establishment of a democratic government. They issued a political pro-
gramme entitled Zedinjena Slovenija [United Slovenia] and expected that
realization of the programme would lead to Slovenian political and cultural
recognition. Furthermore, it is important to note that Slovenian intellec-
tuals for the most part spoke standard German better than Slovenian as
a result of having been educated in German educational institutions. Ger-
man was also the language commonly used in everyday life and was more
2For a more extensive review of the development of Slovenian music, compare: Darja
Koter, Slovenska glasba 1848–1918 [Slovenian Music 1848–1918], Ljubljana 2012.
3Cp. Stane Granda, “Vloga glasbe, zlasti petja, v rasti slovenske narodne zavesti (do
leta 1848)” [The role of music, especially of singing, in the development of Slovenian
national consciousness (until 1848)], Muzikološki zbornik 42/2 (2006), p. 7.
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practical in communication with the wider world. Consequently, Slovenian
professional terminology made slower progress, equivalent to that of the
Slovenian education system, which only acquired a stronger foothold with
the establishment of the University in Ljubljana in 1919. In parallel to
the general development of the Slovenian language, music-related profes-
sions and musical terminology also grew; both, of course, were dependent
upon the music education system. The first music education institution
in which Slovenian was the language of instruction was founded as late as
1882 within the Glasbena matica Music Society in Ljubljana. Glasbena
matica offered basic level education only and it was not until political
circumstances allowed, after the establishment of the kingdom of Balkan
nations in 1919, that Slovenia could offer music education at conservatoire
level.4
The second half of the 19th century was a period of progressive changes.
Individual musicians enjoyed public success; both the self-taught as well
as educated composers and performers contributed to development of in-
dependent Slovenian music. Until World War I, Slovenian music had been
predominantly of national character and as such mainly served national
objectives. A list of composers’ achievements indicates that their works
were for the most part written in somewhat simple musical language with
the characteristics of European classicism and Early Romanticism. The
question is whether they lacked the ambition to pursue greater artistic ob-
jectives or were unable to achieve them because of inadequate training (or
other reasons). There are no simple and definitive answers to these complex
questions. In that period choir compositions were a characteristic feature
of Slovenian music and while they followed the German cultural model,
their content was distinctly national. Similar content could be found in
solo songs, piano music and operas, yet chamber and orchestral music de-
veloped at a slower rate because of the lack of opportunities to perform.
However, the most significant role in national developmental was ascribed
to setting Slovenian texts to music, which was seen as a major driving force
in the formation of Slovenian identity. It should also be stressed that in
this period the majority of Slovenian musicians emerged from the ranks
of teachers, which meant they lacked thorough musical knowledge. Until
4Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, Zgodovina, spomin, dediščina. Ljubljanska Glasbena matica
do konca druge svetovne vojne [The Role of the Ljubljana Music Society Glasbena
matica in the Culture and Music of the Slovenes until World War II], Ljubljana 2015.
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the end of World War I, few individuals had been given the opportunity
to study at the conservatories and among those who had, there were pri-
marily physicians, lawyers, and army officers who wanted to perfect their
knowledge of music.5 Due to the shortage of educated musicians, a number
of professionals of Bohemian or German descent came to work in Slovenia
during the 19th century and to some extent even thereafter. Some of them
were naturalized and contributed significantly to the development of Slove-
nian music.6
The first instrumental compositions by Slovenian authors from the mid-
19th century comprised works for the brass band that operated within the
national guards. It was the guards’ duty to protect the Austrian Emperor,
constitution, laws, property of individuals, and defend peace in the country.
After the March Revolution of 1848, brass propaganda bands were founded
throughout the monarchy under the auspices of the national guards; they
served as an accompaniment to national guards’ marches and their music
programmes comprised a variety of overtures, arias, marches, polkas and
similar compositions written by famous opera composers (Vincenzo Bellini,
Giuseppe Verdi, Gaetano Donizetti), waltzes (Johann Strauß Sr.), as well as
the works of other less renowned composers.7 National guards’ brass bands
were usually made up of musicians from the former town guard bands,
which had been abolished some years before after losing their privileges
during the Empire’s economic crisis. After their abolition in 1851, some
of the town guard bands had organized themselves as civic brass bands
and begun to operate under the patronage of the municipal authorities
or individual societies. Brass bands in Slovenia made a vital contribution
to defining and expressing the Slovenian national identity through their
performances at secular and sacred occasions. One of the first Slovenian
authors to compose for brass bands was Kamilo Mašek (1831–1859), a son
of Gašpar Mašek, who was a musician of Czech descent and worked most
of his life in Ljubljana. Kamilo Mašek was a versatile musician who had
studied in Vienna and later wrote compositions for the National guard
band in Ljubljana. These compositions carried meaningful titles, such as
5Darja Koter, ibid.
6Jernej Weiss, Češki glasbeniki v 19. in na začetku 20. stoletja na Slovenskem [The
Contribution of Czech Musicians to 19th and Early 20th Century Musical Life in
Slovenia], Maribor 2012.
7Dragotin Cvetko, Zgodovina glasbene umetnosti na Slovenskem III [The History of
Music on the Slovenian Territory III], Ljubljana 1960, pp. 26–31.
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Bergerwerker Walzer, Irenen Quadrille, Satans Polka, Slovenen Polka . . .8
The titles containing the term “Slovenian” became a synonym for Slovenian
national music creativity. Kamilo Mašek is considered a Slovenian musician
and his later music and publicistic works attest to his frequent use of the
Slovenian language in both professional texts and texts by Slovenian poets.9
The March Revolution made an important contribution towards the re-
alization of a very significant goal of the subordinate nations in the Aus-
trian monarchy – it stimulated the formation of political and cultural soci-
eties. The first Slovenian associations of this kind, both named Slovenija,
were founded on the initiative of Slovenian students in Vienna and Graz.
A series of such societies followed: first in Ljubljana, and later also in
smaller towns and boroughs throughout the Slovene-inhabited territory.
The progress of Slovenian music culture was also stimulated by politically
powerful individuals of Slovenian descent who saw music as a means of
promoting national ideas. In order to advance the progress of the national
music culture, the Slovenska gerlica [Slovenian Dove] music magazine was
launched in Ljubljana at the beginning of the 19th century. The maga-
zine predominantly published choir compositions that also became a syn-
onym for national culture. These societies not only offered opportunities to
achieve political objectives but also provided a stimulating environment for
reading and conversation in Slovenian. In the euphoric atmosphere of long-
anticipated freedom, Slovenians developed bésede, following the Bohemia
example, for the purpose of raising national consciousness. Bésede were
cultural events organized within the societies, including music and literary
performances, in particular choral performances, piano and vocal compo-
sitions, and other short instrumental works. National content, supported
by Slovenian words and elements of folk music, were characteristic of these
performances. Up until that time, songs with Slovenian texts had been
seldom heard. The first compositions with Slovenian lyrics were simple in
harmony and rhythm, strophic and melodious, while the lyrics featured na-
tional symbols, which made such songs extremely popular. In this period,
there was less emphasis put on artistic criteria, as the compositions were
written by amateur musicians and the audiences were content with patri-
otic songs and enthusiastic performances promoting Slovenian sovereignty
8Aleš Nagode, “Kamilo Mašek v prostoru in času” [Kamilo Mašek in Space and Time],
Maškov zbornik, ed. by Edo Škulj, Ljubljana 2002, p. 62.
9Cp. Maškov zbornik [Mašek’s miscellany], ed. by Edo Škulj, Ljubljana 2002.
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within the nationally mixed monarchy. One after another, male choirs
started to appear, as an analogy to Slovenian culture and its political back-
ground. These choirs were formed to counterbalance the German associ-
ations of poets, painters, musicians and other singing enthusiasts, known
as Liedertafel that became a symbol of civic culture and patriotism in the
early 19th century. Initially, their movement was a great advocate of folk
lore, expressed in strophic songs, sung in a four-part harmony in a folk mu-
sic manner – an unambiguous response to the achievements of the French
Revolution.10
Among the greatest Slovenian authors of national renaissance composi-
tions in the mid-19th century were Jurij Flajšman (1818–1874), Josipina
Turnograjska (1833–1854), Miroslav Vilhar (1818–1871), Kamilo Mašek
(1831–1859), Benjamin (1829–1908) and Gustav Ipavec (1831–1908) and
Davorin Jenko (1835–1914), etc. These composers would predominantly set
their music to national consciousness-raising texts. In this respect, France
Prešeren was especially appreciated as the most prominent Slovenian poet
of the Romantic period. As for composition techniques, these authors’
works indicate that few of them were well-versed in the techniques generally
used in the wider European area, or they were merely uninformed in this
respect. Present-day historians tend to be rather indulgent toward such
compositions, often evaluating them according to their national rather than
artistic elements. Musicology often avoids stylistic definitions and compar-
isons between the individual oeuvre of Slovene patriotic compositions with
the contemporary European movements which had been developing sub-
jectivist bases of artistic creativity from the early 19th century, thus laying
the foundations of Romanticism. New discoveries in research indicate that,
as regards music composition techniques and music culture in general, the
education of most of the authors was inadequate.11 However, it can not
be overlooked that the creation of the compositions with Slovenian texts
by Slovene and Slavic authors was in synergy with the Spring of Nations,
10Darja Koter, ibid., pp. 23–30.
11Cp. Dragotin Cvetko, Slovenska glasba v evropskem prostoru [Slovene music in its
European setting], Ljubljana 1991, p. 278; Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, “Samospev v glas-
beni kulturi druge polovice 19. stoletja na Slovenskem” [The 19th century Slovenian
song: contribution to the historic researches of its reception], De musica disserenda
II/1 (2006), pp. 7–9; Gregor Pompe, “Avtonomno in uporabno: lokalna zgodovinska
dilema ali transhistorično dejstvo?” [Autonomous and functional: a local historical
dilemma or trans-historical fact?], De musica disserenda II/2 (2006), pp. 53–60.
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which stimulated awareness of national identity and was, in its own way, in
keeping with the Romantic mentality as well as with the artistic aesthet-
ics of the period. Besides, in terms of content and harmonic and melodic
structure, Slovenian patriotic compositions were comparable to the Cen-
tral European Liedertafel choirs, which above all have applicable value. In
addition, it is not surprising that the authors of national consciousness-
raising texts compositions often resorted to France Prešeren’s (1800–1849)
poetry, not only for national ideas in his verses, but also for their roman-
tic sentiment. Soon after his death, Prešeren became a Slovenian national
icon.
Just as in certain areas of mid-19th century Europe, and decades later
also in Slovenia, music culture served the purposes of social, political and
cultural manifestations – it was the forerunner of the national struggle.
Consequently, musical activities became increasingly important also in
bourgeois family circles, which resulted in the development of music educa-
tion, choral and other music societies, and in the long-term, also resulted in
a higher level of professionalism among individual authors and performers,
as well as of music societies and institutions. The history of the Ipavec
family is an excellent example of music education in the family circle. It
demonstrated the enlightenment of patriotic Slovenians in the provincial en-
vironment and their involvement in the bourgeois culture of the monarchy.
Male members of the family were otherwise physicians by profession, but
all of them were talented musicians.12 The most distinguished among them
were Benjamin and Gustav Ipavec, who were, among other things, known
as the authors of a number of patriotic choir compositions and solo songs.
A simple song form for solo vocals with piano accompaniment appeared
in mid-19th century Slovenia; its melodics and sentiment were similar to
patriotic folk songs and comparable to German songs of the second half
of the 18th century until the Franz Schubert era. In Slovenian lands it
was Kamilo Mašek who paved the way for solo songs in the form typical of
German Romantics; however, it was Benjamin Ipavec who actually created
songs in this form (he was at his most creative at the beginning of the 20th
century). These songs shared several distinctive features: early romantic
sentence with variegated harmony, effective modulations, rich agogics and
12Cp. Igor Grdina, Ipavci. Zgodovina slovenske meščanske dinastije [Ipavci: The his-
tory of Slovenian civic dynasty], Ljubljana 2001.
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a number of dynamic markings. Among the texts that Benjamin Ipavec
set to music were predominantly Slovenian patriotic poems.13
In Slovenia, the March Revolution and the period after were also marked
by the first compositions for piano. Their existence was dependent on the
spirit of civic society, which was well disposed to the spread of piano music,
now performed equally in the environment of aristocratic and bourgeois
salons, in solo or chamber configurations, or with an orchestral accompa-
niment. The art of piano performance in Slovenian territory attempted to
follow the model of more developed environments, which was clearly evi-
dent in the history of the Philharmonische Gesellschaft. The Philharmonic
Society was founded in 1794 and has the longest tradition among music
societies in the territory of the former Austrian monarchy. The society’s
first statute clearly states its essence and purpose: to ennoble the emotions
with a selection of sound compositions and to influence taste by performing
these compositions well within the society’s circle. Later, the society oper-
ated ever more publicly and became a leading institution in the develop-
ment of performance practice in Ljubljana. It is evident from the society’s
early 19th century programmes that piano compositions were performed at
almost every concert, as a solo piano version, in a chamber configuration, or
as a solo concert with an orchestra. Among the most frequently performed
were chamber compositions with piano and various arrangements, such as
dance and opera works. The programme included the most renowned au-
thors of piano music, such as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Joseph Haydn,
Ludwig van Beethoven, Franz Schubert and Franz Liszt, as well as the au-
thors from the second or third line of composers of Classicism and Early
Romanticism (Carl Czerny, Ignaz Moscheles, Friedrich Kalkbrenner, Jo-
hann Nepomuk Hummel and others).14 In any case, in comparison with
the countries to the west and north of Slovenia, Ljubljana audiences were
deprived (with the exception of the period until the end of 1850s) of the per-
formances of more important solo or concertante works, such as classicistic
piano sonatas or concertos and other more exacting works of Romantic lit-
erature. Until the mid-19th century and in the following decade, Ljubljana
audiences were seldom given the opportunity to enjoy the Philharmonic
13Aleš Nagode, “Romantičnost slovenskega ‘romantičnega’ samospeva” [‘Romantic lied’
in the 19th century Slovene compositional creativity], Muzikološki zbornik 42/2 (2006),
p. 68.
14Primož Kuret, Ljubljanska filharmonična družba 1794–1919 [Philharmonic Society in
Ljubljana 1794–1919], Ljubljana 2005, pp. 473–770.
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Society performing top-class compositions.15 The oldest recognised 19th
century piano compositions in the Slovenian cultural sphere were written
by the former regens chori in the church of St. Jacob in Ljubljana, Leopold
Ferdinand Schwerdt (1770–1854), a teacher and composer who wrote (at
least) six short German dances for piano (Deutsche für das Piano-Forte).
In the same period the arrangements of popular opera melodies made by
Gašpar Mašek (1794–1873), and by some other authors also appeared.16
Alojz Ipavec (1815–1849), the oldest of the three Ipavec brothers, was the
most dedicated follower of the piano music that was in vogue in the first half
of the 19th century.17 Although he had studied to become a physician and
died soon afterwards in an unfortunate accident in Hungary, he proved him-
self a promising young composer. Like his brothers and sisters, piano music
had accompanied him from the cradle, as their mother, who originated from
Vienna, did her best to ensure that her children would become fond of pi-
ano playing and the principles of harmony. In Vienna, Alojz Ipavec gained
a more in-depth insight into music; in particular, he was attracted by opera
and dance and salon music. Prevalent among his piano compositions are
waltzes of the classical Viennese form (Schneeglöckchen, Heimaths Klänge,
Sirenen Walzer) in which he followed the example of the “fathers” of Vi-
ennese waltz, Joseph Lanner and Johann Strauß Sr., as he conceived each
of his waltzes as an intertwinement of five waltzes with an introduction
and coda. In the mid-19th century and after the development such music
was very popular in so-called salons. The early 1860s brought more profiled
compositions, predominantly dedicated to the most prominent political and
cultural figures, confirming the social role of piano compositions. European
standards of salon music were reached in some works with Slovenian folk
song motifs, such as those of Anton Foerster (1837–1926). Foerster was a
composer of Bohemian descent who spent almost all his life in Slovenia and
whose music surpassed the average level of musical creativity of Slovenian
composers of the time. His work was indicative of the shift toward artis-
15Ibid., pp. 551–600.
16Cp. Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, “Med sentimentom in razumom: k zgodovini in pomenu
valčka za klavir v 19. stoletju na Slovenskem” [Between feeling and reason: towards
the history and the significance of the waltz for piano in 19th century Slovenia],
Muzikološki zbornik 46/2 (2010), pp. 37–43.
17Marijan Lipovšek, “Slovenska klavirska glasba” [Slovene Piano Music], Muzikološki
zbornik 2, 1966, pp. 65–76.
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tic piano music in the Slovenian cultural environment.18 In this respect,
Vienna played the most influential role, as seen in the trend of waltzes by
Johann Strauß Sr. and Joseph Lanner. The impact of Viennese entertain-
ment music is also discernible in modified waltz form of Viktor Parma’s
(1858–1924) compositions for piano, such as Pozdrav Gorenjski [Greetings
for Upper Carniola], published in 1894, Bela Ljubljana [White Ljubljana],
published in 1899, and Triglavske rože [Triglav Flowers], published in 1900.
These compositions include folk-inspired melodics which met with an ex-
cellent response from the audience.19 The social climate, in which music
of a dance character with folk motifs or so-called “utilitarian music” won
over many, contributed substantially to the increasing popularity of the
waltz. There were no perceivable meaningful achievements in Slovenian
piano music in the 19th century. To a large extent, levels of creativity and
performance practice were determined by anticipated audience reaction,
which usually meant that authors opted for a lighter genre in compliance
with the sociological and cultural characteristics of the domestic environ-
ment.20 However, this is also partly attributable to the education of the
individual authors, as many of them had not reached conservatoire level.
A shift toward art music followed in the period around the end of the 19th
century, as the far-reaching developments taking place throughout Slovenia
brought the rejection of obsolete standards and the establishment of new
artistic criteria.
From the March Revolution onwards, creative efforts in music and per-
formance practice were marked by the achievements of the national aware-
ness movement and other endeavours, the most prominent of which were
the activities of the Philharmonic Society and Stanovsko gledališče [The
States Theatre] in Ljubljana. Both institutions were trying their best to
broaden the musical horizons of Ljubljana audiences. The Philharmonic
Society was the most active in this respect; they focused on concert perfor-
18Cp. Leon Stefanija, “K razumevanju posvetne glasbe Antona Foersterja” [Understand-
ing Anton Foerster’s secular music], Foersterjev zbornik, Ljubljana 1998, pp. 119–120.
19Cp. Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, “Salonska glasba v drugi polovici 19. stoletja na
Slovenskem” [Slovene Salon music in the second half of the 19th century], Historični
seminar 3, Ljubljana 2000, pp. 63–65; Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, “Med sentimentom
in pomenom: k zgodovini in pomenu valčka za klavir v 19. stoletju na Slovenskem”
[Between feeling and reason: towards the history and the significance of the waltz for
piano in 19th century Slovenia], Muzikološki zbornik 46/2 (2010), pp. 37–56, p. 48.
20Nataša Cigoj Krstulovič, “Med sentimentom in pomenom: k zgodovini in pomenu
valčka za klavir v 19. stoletju na Slovenskem”, op. cit., pp. 54–55.
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mances of Europe-wide acknowledged compositions, as well as less familiar
works, while also establishing a music school for musical progeny under
their auspices. Given that the Philharmonic Society was a typical bour-
geois entity, it counted both Slovenians and Germans as members in the
first decades of its existence, as national prefixes were insignificant until
the end of the 1860s. However, it responded acutely to national antag-
onism from the 1870s onward when political and national tensions grew,
and especially when the Slovenian music society Glasbena matica in Ljubl-
jana appeared as a rival. As an autonomous society, the Philharmonic
Society operated successfully until the end of World War I, when Slove-
nian society assumed a stronger political position. During the wave of
retaliation against all things German in 1919, the Philharmonic Society
was forcibly annexed to the Glasbena matica Music Society in Ljubljana;
it was formally dissolved in 1945. In the mid-19th century, the repertoire
of the Philharmonic Society included predominantly German, Italian and
French works, although the works of Slovenian authors were not entirely
ignored. Their programme policy was more often than not adjusted to
elicit a favourable response from the audiences and reviewers, while the
programme selection depended upon the society’s finances, which were de-
termined by banks and companies owned at the time mostly by industrials
of German descent. The society’s repertoire reveals that they stuck with a
tried and tested formula, comprising performances of more important clas-
sicist works, compositions of early German Romantics such as Carl Maria
von Weber, Robert Schumann and Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy. On the
other hand, priority was given to performances of the opera sections or
arrangements of which the audience was especially fond. The society also
proved successful in performing certain works by Slovenian authors. The
most prominent soloists appeared as guests; among them were virtuosi who
were famous in Austria or throughout Europe, especially violinists and pi-
anists of both genders, while orchestra guest performances were more the
exception than the rule. Concert programmes were composed according to
the general practice of the time modelled on imperial Vienna. A charac-
teristic feature of such programmes was their diversity, which would most
likely be frowned upon today. A concert was usually introduced with an
overture, followed by the compositions for vocal or violin and piano, com-
positions (original or arrangement) for piano, compositions for violin and
chamber compositions, choirs, etc.; the concert usually concluded with an
opera overture or finale. Some events were organised as solo recitals or
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thematic concerts, while solemn concerts were held to celebrate special
occasions, such as the anniversaries of great composers or imperial visits.
Moreover, the society organized student concerts so that the students of
the philharmonic music school could regularly present their performance
skills.21 The overall picture of the concert programmes points to diversity,
a predisposition for soloist excess and to popular compositions.
Another significant factor concerning music development in Slovenian
ethnic territory was The States Theatre. Beside the Philharmonic Soci-
ety, it was the most important music institution in Ljubljana. It opened
in 1765, when German and Italian operatic companies started to appear
as guest performers in the capital of Carniola. In accordance with tradi-
tion, the city had to provide an orchestra while resident singers were also
included in some performances. In the mid-19th century, when national
tensions intensified, efforts were directed towards the establishment of a
Slovenian professional theatre. Progress in this respect was painfully slow,
as the Dramatično društvo [Dramatic society] was founded in Ljubljana as
late as 1867; there were then two separate theatres operating in Ljubljana,
both of whom displayed a conspicuous national orientation. German the-
atre operated as an autonomous institution from the end of World War I.
Both theatres gradually improved their repertoire, eventually staging more
exacting opera sections or even entire operas. In comparison, the provincial
theatres were often only able to stage the performances of selected opera
sections due to a shortage of performers or inadequate state settings. In ad-
dition, it was perfectly common for the same singer or musician to appear
in multiple roles; this was also the situation in Ljubljana. In 1858, the
States Theatre prepared the performance of the prelude and choir from
act III of Wagner’s Lohengrin, followed a year later by the March from
Tannhäuser. In contrast, the first Wagner opera in former Austria was not
performed in its entirety until 1854 in Graz. It was then performed in
Prague (Tannhäuser) and reached Vienna in 1857. Wagner conquered the
other great stages slightly later (Paris 1861, London 1870). Verdi’s operas,
predominantly his early works, have been performed in Ljubljana since 1850
(Ernani 1850, Nabucco 1852, Rigoletto 1855, Il trovatore 1860 . . .). Certain
famous names from German or Austrian theatres appeared among the most
renowned performers of German groups, as well as some prominent conduc-
21Cp. Primož Kuret, Ljubljanska filharmonična družba 1794–1919, op. cit., pp. 97–124
and 571–600.
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tors (in practice the latter were often also the authors of music-theatrical
works) though these personalities did not leave a lasting impression during
their stays in Ljubljana.22 One of the most famous personalities operating
in Ljubljana, still famed nowadays, was Gustav Mahler. In the 1881/82
season, he was engaged as the conductor of the States Theatre orchestra.23
Music and theatre performances were also organized in smaller towns, such
as Maribor, Celje, Ptuj, Novo mesto, Idrija, Koper, etc. In 1825, Maribor
residents formally established the Musikverein society; its members regu-
larly participated in theatre performances and engaged in music education
for the young.24 Musikverein made steady progress; their membership
grew and their performances were successful. In 1843, for example, they
staged Vincenzo Bellini’s Norma, while three years later they invited “a
giant among pianists”, Franz Liszt, who performed in the Festival Hall
of Maribor castle on June 16th 1846. In the same year, Marburger Män-
nergesangverein was founded in Maribor, following the German model. It
belongs among the oldest societies of its kind in the monarchy (Vienna
1843, Graz 1846) providing evidence that some provincial towns kept up
with the times. This fact at least partially disputes the widespread be-
liefs about the backwardness of Slovenian bourgeois culture.25 Both music
and theatre societies cooperated in staging music-theatrical performances;
Musikverein organized the concerts, which to a large degree included older
as well as modern opera sections of German, Italian, and French literature.
After they had opened a new house in 1852, they began to invite prominent
guest performers from the Graz and Vienna theatres, as well as those from
Ljubljana, Zagreb, and even from Prague, Bratislava and Germany.26 Dur-
ing that period, Slovenian language was not heard in the Maribor theatre;
22Cp. Jože Sivec, Opera v Stanovskem gledališču v Ljubljani od leta [Operas on the
stage of Theatre of the Estates from 1790 to 1861], Ljubljana 1971, pp. 174–188.
23Primož Kuret, Mahler in Laibach 1881–1882 [Mahler in Ljubljana 1881–1882], Wien–
Köln–Weimar 2001.
24Cp. Manica Špendal, “Razvoj glasbenega življenja v Mariboru” [Development of
musical life in Maribor], Maribor skozi stoletja. Razprave I, Maribor 1991, p. 646.
25Antoša Leskovec, “Politični in kulturni razvoj Maribora 1752–1850” [Political and cul-
tural development in Maribor 1752–1850], Maribor skozi stoletja, op. cit., pp. 195–209;
cp. Manica Špendal, “Glasbene predstave v mariborskem gledališču” [Music perfor-
mances in Maribor theatre], Maribor skozi stoletja, op. cit., pp. 663–666.
26Manica Špendal, “Glasbene predstave v mariborskem gledališču”, op. cit., ibid.
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it was not until 1861, when the Narodna čitalnica society [National reading
society] was established, that the first Slovenian performances were staged.
Political circumstances in the early 1860s were more encouraging for
the raising of national awareness, which was also extensively supported
by the foundation of so-called reading societies. At first, their activities
were focused on reading local, national and other periodicals, and many
societies housed their own libraries; the most important events, however,
were bésede, evening events where the society members presented stage
plays, recitations, vocal and instrumental performances, complemented
with dancing. These events became opportunities for Slovenian intellec-
tuals, other city dwellers, and in some cases, also for peasants to meet.
Bésede played an important role in the development of the Slovenian lan-
guage, literature, dramatics, music, and science. Although the declaration
of political aspirations was prohibited at such gatherings, they served the
purpose of uniting and educating Slovenian politicians and patriots.27 The
era of reading societies stimulated Slovenian civic societies to public action
and to challenge the mentality that Slovenian was synonymous with rural.
Even though these events were being held in inns, entertainment venues
and private rooms, their message was resounding outwards – they became
notable heralds of the political and cultural demands of the Slovenian na-
tion. Even more importantly, it was from the reading society circles that
the first artists of Slovenian descent emerged.
The period under discussion also stood out in its encouragement of mass
choral singing, since it was seen as enhancing the success of national gath-
erings. This idea intensified during the period of national disputes until it
culminated at the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries.
The tradition of German Liedertafel and later ofMännermusikverein choirs,
which cherished patriotic male singing and influenced the phenomenon of
mass choral singing in bourgeois circles, took hold in the former Slovenian
territory from mid- 1840s, at first in the form of German male singing
societies and later also in reading societies. At the same time, the choir
movement that cherished singing “in folk spirit” appeared in the South
German lands, stimulating the singing of folk songs and performing an
important educational function. Both of the movements mentioned above
27Dragan Matić, “Čitalnice, ‘valilnice’ slovenskih kulturnih ustanov” [Reading societies
as ‘hatcheries’ of Slovenian cultural institutions], Slovenska kronika XIX. stoletja.
1861–1883, op. cit, pp. 25–26.
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were most prominent during World War II and in the post-war period.
This period witnessed the rapid expansion of mass singing Slovenia, which
was dictated at first by the national liberation movement and after by com-
munist authorities in order to stimulate patriotism and education in the
socialist spirit. After World War II choral singing was obliged to serve the
new doctrine, yet at the time it was under more stringent control than in
the period of the reading societies.28
An important turning point in Slovenian political history took place in
1876, which was a year of political change and the formation of the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy, which resulted in the separation of tens of thousands
of Slovenian inhabitants from their homeland. This threat to the legiti-
macy of Slovenians revived the loud demands for a United Slovenia. New,
more liberal legislation was introduced, bringing with it important novel-
ties, such as the law enabling the operation of parties and various societies,
mass national gatherings (1868–1871), share holding companies, the law
on eight-year compulsory education (1869), direct elections to the parlia-
ment in Vienna (1873), and so on. In general, these changes had positive
consequences; however, they also induced political secession among Slove-
nians. Major disagreements between conservative and liberal politicians
ensued in the next decades which frequently prevented the realization of
ideas that could have been beneficial for the entire nation; furthermore,
the Germans were able to turn these disputes to their profit. The situation
reached a peak at the turn of the century: Slovenian politics was divided
along liberal and Catholic lines, which resulted in further division within
the cultural and professional societies that had until that point remained
united. After all, in 1913 political conflicts suppressed the development of
the recently founded Slovenian Philharmonic Orchestra, intended as a na-
tional and artistic counterbalance to the Philharmonic Society, which had
retained an influential position in politics and culture. The most promi-
nent Slovenian political movement was the organization of mass political
and cultural open-air forums called tabori [mass meeting]. Like reading
societies, they came into being by following the examples from Bohemia.
Such gatherings were organised to achieve the establishment of a United
Slovenia, to draw attention to social issues, and to achieve other objec-
28Prim. Aleš Gabrič, “Pevski zbori med tradicijo, revolucionarno normo in Interna-
cionalo” [Choirs Between the Tradition, Revolutionary Standard and the Interna-
tionale], Radovan Gobec 1909–1995 (ed. Darja Koter), v. 13, Ljubljana 2010, pp. 43–
63.
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tives related to the strengthening of national and political awareness. Al-
though these rallies did not achieve their principal objectives, they did
have a positive impact on education and culture. At grand demonstra-
tions, the participants wore national emblems and sang songs, sometimes
also accompanied by a band. Political speeches were held, as well as a
cultural programme that often included joint choirs performing patriotic
songs. Such events were regularly concluded with festivities. During the
period of the tabori movement, the relationship between Slovenian and Ger-
man populations was deteriorating, which caused severe tension and even
physical confrontations. German politicians tried to act in response to the
Slovenian national rallies by organizing similar gatherings, but they failed
because of insufficient support among the population.29 National disputes
intensified until the 1880s and continued until the end of the monarchy. At
first, male singing was a constant feature of the tabori, but soon mixed
choirs prevailed.30 In this period, female ensembles also started to appear
in Slovenian territory, but not without problems, as this was also a period
of open opposition to emancipation. The most successful female ensemble
was Prvi avstrijski damski kvartet [The First Austrian Ladies’ Quartet]
comprising three sisters of the Čampa family (the fourth singer was not
a permanent member). The Čampa sisters were the nieces of Benjamin
and Gustav Ipavec, the latter also became the first artistic manager of
the ensemble. Initially, they performed folk songs and arrangements from
their milieu, but soon afterwards they extended their repertoire and their
popularity increased not only within the monarchy, but further, even to
Leipzig. They even had some contact with Johannes Brahms.31 As a rule,
mass concerts at tabori gatherings began with political speeches, while the
choral section comprised songs of national awakening and popular patriotic
cantatas. The brass band programmes at such gatherings included opera
29Cp. Peter Vodopivec, Od Pohlinove slovnice do samostojne države [From Pohlin’s
Grammar Book to an Independent State], Ljubljana 2006.
30Darja Koter, “Ustanovitev Slovenskega pevskega društva in njegov pomen za razvoj
zborovskega petja na slovenskem Štajerskem do konca 19. stoletja” [Establishment of
Slovenian singing society and its significance for the development of choral singing in
Slovenian Styria until the 19th century], Zborovska glasba in pevska društva ter njihov
pomen v razvoju nacionalnih glasbenih kultur (ed. Primož Kuret), Ljubljana 2004,
pp. 87–101.
31Cp. Igor Grdina, “Zborovstvo kot oblika meščanske kulture” [Choral singing as a
form of civic culture], Zborovska glasba in pevska društva ter njihov pomen v razvoju
nacionalnih glasbenih kultur, p. 77.
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and operetta sections by the renowned authors (Gioachino Rossini, Semi-
ramide; Viktor E. Nessler, Der Trompeter von Säckingen; Johann Strauß
Sr., Der Zigeunerbaron, etc.); some of them were very topical at the time.32
Accordingly, the association was trying to surpass common standards and
improve the performance level both in interpretation and repertoire. An in-
teresting feature of the programme was its two-layered configuration: one
section was entirely dedicated to national consciousness-raising, while in
the other, there were clear attempts to follow Central European trends.
In this regard, Slovenian music events could be seen as trying to approx-
imate those organized by German societies in Slovenian ethnic territory.
This could have been understood as some sort of demonstration of broad
cultural horizons, or perhaps as the realization that there existed another
world of music that should be captured. Orchestral compositions were fre-
quently performed by brass bands or salon orchestras of German societies,
which seemed to be a somewhat peculiar symbiosis. All the factors men-
tioned above gave fresh impetus to the creation of new compositions on the
basis of higher artistic standards; they also stimulated the establishment
of new choirs and societies.
The activities of the Dramatic Society in Ljubljana represented an im-
portant step forward in the development of Slovenian professional music
theatre, which was taken over in 1886 by Fran Gerbič (1840–1917), a com-
poser, opera singer, and prominent soloist who had studied in Prague. He
had had a very successful career as an operatic soloist (Praga, Lvov, Za-
greb. . .) and then accepted an invitation from the Dramatic Society in
Ljubljana to take over the position of conductor. His focused his efforts to-
wards the professionalization of Slovenian operatic theatre, which he man-
aged to achieve in a few years. The successful coordination of political
and cultural interests resulted in Ljubljana obtaining a new opera house
(1892), intended for both Slovenian and German theatre. The first opera
by a Slovenian author, directed by the art director of the Slovenian the-
atre, was Teharski plemiči [The Noblemen of Teharje] by Benjamin Ipavec.
This staging gave impetus to Slovenian music theatre production, and ac-
cordingly, the long efforts of patriots and enthusiasts were amply rewarded.
In the next decade and until World War I, the Slovenian stage of Deželno
gledališče [Provincial Theatre] in Ljubljana prepared the premieres of opera
and operettas authored by Anton Foerster (Gorenjski slavček [The Nightin-
32Ibid., pp. 98–99.
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gale of Gorenjska, the Slovenian national opera]), Viktor Parma (Urh, grof
Celjski [Ulrich, Count of Celje], 1895, Ksenija, 1897, Stara pesem [An Old
Song], 1898, Caričine amazonke [The Amazons of Empress], 1903, Nečak
[The Nephew], 1907), and Risto Savin (Poslednja straža [The Last Watch],
1907, Lepa Vida [Beautiful Vida], 1909); in 1912 followed the premiere
of the pantomime Možiček [A little man] which is considered to be the
first Slovenian ballet.33 František Adolf Šubert, a Prague theatre direc-
tor, who had been invited to the opening ceremony as a leading figure in
the arts, made a visionary prediction about “a resurrection of the Slove-
nian music and theatre arts, heading towards its independent existence
beside the German population.”34 His thoughts soon became a reality as
Slovenian Thalia persevered in its progress to become the leading force in
operatic performance and creativity, while its German antipode had been
predominantly staging operettas to pander to audience tastes. In spite of
the socio-political tensions, such cohabitation in the new building resulted
in an improvement of performance practice and offered audiences an in-
sight into the diverse musical creativity of both Slovenian and prominent
European authors.
By the second half of the 19th century, the idea of a music society had
ripened. Such a society was supposed to raise Slovenian music culture to a
higher level, comparable to that of more developed environments. Conse-
quently, in 1872, the Glasbena matica Music Society was founded in Ljubl-
jana. The Glasbena matica was supposed to advance the development of
Slovenian music in the spheres of publishing, collecting folk songs, music
librarianship, creativity and performance practice, and education; however,
it also harboured political ambitions. In the early years of Glasbena mat-
ica’s existence, its members refrained from very explicitly expressing anti-
German tendencies.35 In the early 1880s the Glasbena matica was began to
33Cp. Darja Koter, “Glasbeno-gledališka režija na Slovenskem: od diletantizma Dra-
matičnega društva do poskusov profesionalizacije v Deželnem gledališču” [Music The-
atre Directing in Slovenia: From Dilettantism of the Dramatic Society to (the At-
tempts of) Professionalism in the Regional Theatre], Muzikološki zbornik 46/1 (2010),
pp. 57–60.
34Summarized after Špela Lah, Nemško glasbeno gledališče v Ljubljani (1875–1914)
[German musical theatre in Ljubljana (1875–1914)], doctorial thesis, Ljubljana: Filo-
zofska fakulteta, 2011, pp. 60–61.
35Cp. Dragotin Cvetko, “Ljubljanska Glasbena matica in njen pomen” [Glasbena
matica Music Society and its significance], Kronika: časopis za slovensko krajevno
zgodovino 2 (1954), pp. 30–31; Nataša Cigoj Krstulović, “Naprej za čast rodú in do-
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increase its influence, a process tied to the growing independence of Slove-
nian politics.36 Until that period, Slovenian citizens had remained loyal
to cultural habits that had been upheld by long-established societies, such
as the Philharmonic Society and Provincial theatre. In principle, Slove-
nian society remained rather loyal to German cultural habits despite the
aggressiveness of its political leaders; however, in spite of such ingrained
traditions, the level of national intolerance was rising, and bringing with
it far-reaching consequences. The fire was fanned mainly by national rene-
gades or profiteering Germanophiles, as well as by rabble-rousers support-
ing the idea of a Greater Germany. Yet, “genuine and honest Germans”
should not have been overlooked for their loyalty to the Habsburg notables.
They belonged to the ranks of conservatives with whom the Slovenian side
had maintained a patient and productive dialogue. In 1880s Carniola had
finally obtained the status of a Slovenian province. In 1882 Ljubljana city
council had attained a Slovenian majority as well as a Slovenian mayor,
and in the following year Slovenians had won the majority in the provin-
cial assembly, all of which meant a strengthening in the numerical power
of Slovenians among civil servants and in the employment of the Slovenian
language in official institutions and schools. Similar changes also occurred
in other areas: in rural areas they were largely favourable to the Slovenian
population, whereas in the cities of Maribor, Celje and Ptuj they brought
about ever increasing German oppression. In Styria and Carniola Slovenian
culture was still suppressed, since the Germans had begun to establish in-
fluential and aggressive school societies (Deutscher Schulverein, founded
1880 in Vienna). The Slovenian side responded with the foundation of the
Družba Sv. Cirila in Metoda [Society of Sts. Cyril and Methodius], which
resulted in the fateful conflicts at the beginning of the 20th century. At
the turn of the 19th and the 20th centuries, Slovenian political and cultural
sovereignty had reached the point of no return: it was no longer possible to
put the brakes on its further development. The musical sphere, a leading
force in the development of art throughout the years of the struggle for
Slovenian cultural independence, had produced a number of choral works,
solo songs, compositions for piano and eventually operas, operettas and or-
movine, naprej, navzgor – umetnost naj živi!” [Forward for the honour of nation and
homeland, forward, upwards – long live the art!], Ljubljana: Glasbena matica, 2010,
p. 8.
36Dragotin Cvetko, “Ljubljanska Glasbena matica in njen pomen”, op. cit., pp. 35.
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chestral compositions. Even though the number of professionally educated
musicians was increasing relatively slowly, as the education options were
still limited to Vienna or Prague, the situation started to change in the
early 20th century; among other things the fin de siècle brought about the
establishment of the Slovenska filharmonija orchestra [The Slovene Philhar-
monic], which paved the way for professional performance in the realm of
orchestral music. The Slovenian opera house, theatre, the Glasbena mat-
ica Music Society and Slovene Philharmonic stood as a firm foundation for
the further development of 20th century Slovenian music, when music cul-
ture, in terms of its artistry also, reached a level comparable to European
standards.
